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Abstract
Relative uniform limits need not be unique in a non-archimedean partially

ordered group, and order convergence need not imply metric convergence in a
Banach lattice. We define a new type of convergence on partially ordered groups
(^-convergence), which implies both the previous ones, and does not have these
defects. Further i?-convergence is equivalent to relative uniform convergence
on divisible directed integrally closed partially ordered groups, and to order
convergence on fully ordered groups.

1. Introduction
The open-interval topology is usually not considered a satisfactory one for

partially ordered groups (abbreviated to pogroups), because it is discrete for
non-fully ordered /-groups. We shall indicate, however, that it is of interest if
we proceed as follows.

Given a pogroup we consider the family of restrictions of this order, which
satisfy an interpolation property and are related in a certain sense to the original
order. Each of the open-interval topologies for this family of orders makes the
group a Hausdorff topological group. We say a net is J?-convergent if it is
convergent in one of these open-interval topologies. U-limits are unique, and
in an /-group the operations +, v and A are continuous with respect to taking
2?-limits. iJ-convergence is related to relative uniform convergence and order
convergence as indicated above, and also it implies convergence in the interval
topology. We also determine the relation between ^-convergence and the
inductive limit of the family of open-interval topologies.

2. Preliminaries
Let (G, ^ ) be a pogroup. Taking the intervals (a, b) = {x:a<x<b}, where

a,beG,a<b,&sa sub-base, we define the open-interval topology % on G. Denote
by S ~ °" or S ~ the closure of S s G in (G, "W). We say (G, ^ ) is integrally dosed
if nx g y for n = 1, 2, 3, ... implies that x ^ 0. (G, g ) is archimedean if
nx ^ y for all integers n implies that x = 0. We say x e G is pseudopositive if
x ^ 0 and x+p>0 for all p>0. If x and — x are both pseudopositive, then x is
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said to be apseudozero. If (G, ^ ) has no pseudozeros we write 0<'x to mean
' 0<x or x is pseudopositive '. Then (G, ^ ' ) is a pogroup and we call ^ ' the
associated order. Write (^ ' ) ' (if it exists) as ^".

We say (G, ^ ) satisfies the tight Riesz (m, n) interpolation property
(abbreviated TR(m, n)) (3) if, given au ..., am, bu ..., bneG with a.-ci, for
i = 1, ..., m,j — 1, ..., n, there exists ceG such that at<c<bj for i = 1, ..., m,
j = 1,...,«. We say (G, g ) is dense if it is TR(\ , 1). Clearly TR{m, n) is equiva-
lent to TR(n, m) and 77?(2, ri) implies TR(jn, n) for m ^ 2. However 77?(1, 2)
does not imply 77?(2, 2) (3).

If for every a>0, and every positive integer n there exists Z>>0, such that
a>nb, we say (G, ^ ) contains jma// elements. We say G is divisible if given
JC e G, n a positive integer, there exists yeG such that wy = x. For any other
undefined terms see Birkhoff's book (2).

Definition. Let (G, =<) be a non-trivially ordered pogroup. Then g is a
compatible tight Riesz order (abbreviated CTRO) on (G, =<) if (G, g) is a non-
trivially ordered pogroup, satisfies TR(1, 2) and g ' = =<.

Lemma 1. Let (G, S) be 771(1, 2). 77;ert (G, ^ , ^ ) w a topological group,
which is Hausdorff if and only if(G, ^ ) has no pseudozeros. Also (G, :S) contains
small elements and the family {(—a, a): a > 0} /O/TM a 6ase /or °U at 0. If(G,^)
has no pseudozeros and a<b, then (a, b)~ = {xia^'x^'b}.

The proof is essentially the same as for abelian 77?(2, 2) groups in (6).

Note. If (G, 5S) is dense and has no pseudozeros then ^ " = g ' . So in
particular, if g is a CTRO on (G, =<) then (G, =Q has no pseudopositives. If
(G, ^ ) is an /-group, and x+p>0 for all p > 0 , then 0 = / \ p ̂  —x. If (G, g)

p>0

is an integrally closed divisible isolated pogroup and x+p/n>0 for n = 1,2,...,
and/>>0, then/?>rt(—x), so x ^ 0. Hence in either case ^ ' = ^ .

Lemma 2. There is a one-one correspondence between CTROs on (G, =Q and
sets T with the properties:

(i) T is l-directed (i.e. a, b eT implies that there exists ceT with a,b~^ c),
T is an upper class {i.e. aeT and x ^= a implies that x eT) and 0 # Tcz G + ,

(ii) T=T+T,

(iii) A r = o,
(iv) fis normal (i.e. —x + T+x = T for all xeG).

In fact the set of strictly positive elements of a CTRO satisfies conditions
(i)-(iv) and vice versa.

Proof. The proof which can be adapted from that of Theorem 2 in (9)
dealing with the abelian /-group case, will be omitted. The non-abelian /-group
case has been considered in (7).
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Note. In (9) we defined a CTRO, g on an abelian non-trivial /-group
(G, =sQ to be TR(2, 2) with g ' = ^ and (G, g ) directed. We showed in (9)
that conditions (i)-(iii) of Lemma 2 above are necessary and sufficient for a CTRO
on an abelian /-group. So the definitions are consistent, the one here generalises
the previous one.

We will denote a CTRO by T or _ as the need arises, and the family of all
CTROs by C6. In (9) we give sufficient conditions for an abelian /-group to have
a CTRO; in particular divisibility is such a condition.

Lemma 3. If(G, =<) has a CTRO then (<g, £ ) is l-directed. Also 7\ £ T2

if and only if <%! £ <2f2.

Proof. If Tu T2e<£, let T3 = T1 + T2. If tt e T, for / = 1, 2, then
h + h f* U> f o r i = l ,2 . So by Lemma 2 (i), T3 £ Tt for / = 1,2. Since Tt

and T2 are normal, T3 is the subsemigroup generated by Tt and T2. The proof
of Theorem 6 in (9) can be adapted to show that T3 e

 <€.

Suppose that Tu T2e<$ and Tx £ T2. Let 0<va, then by Lemma 1, to
show that %! s °U2 it will suffice to show that {x: —a< tx< ta} is a ^-neigh-
bourhood of 0. Now there exists beG, such that 0 < 1 i < 1 a , hence 0<2b.
If y<2b, then y<b, by Lemma 2 (i), and so y<^a, also by Lemma 2 (i). So
{y:-b<2y<2b} S {x: - a < 1 x < 1 a } .

Conversely, let ^ t £ < 2̂. If fl>iO, then for some b>20, —b<2x<2b
implies that — aK^xK^a. Now there exists ceG such that b>2o20>2 — b.
SoO<2c<!a. Hence 0<2c-<a, and so 0<2a. Hence Tx s Tj.

3. ^-convergence
Let (G, =̂ ) be a non-trivially ordered pogroup.

Definition. The net {xx} ^-converges to x, i.e. .K-lim xx = x, if either {xa}
converges to x in the open-interval topology of some CTRO on (G, = '̂) or
there exists a0 such that xx = x for all a ^ a0.

If (G, = '̂) has no CTROS, or if (G, ^ ) has pseudozeros and so = '̂ is not
defined, then i?-convergence is convergence in the discrete topology. If {xa}
converges to x in the open-interval topology of a CTRO Twe will write this as
T-lim xa = x.

Theorem 1. Let {xx} and {yfi} be nets in G then

(i) .R-lim xa = x and R-lim xx = y implies x = y,
(ii) xa = xfor all a implies R-lim xa = x,

(iii) If{xy} is a subnet qf{xa} and R-lim xx = x then iMim x7 = x,
(iv) .R-lim xa = x and R-lim yfi = y implies R-lim (xx+yp) = x+y,
(v) if (G, =Q is an l-group, R-lim yx = 0 and | xa | ^ | ya \ for all a then

R-lim xx = 0,
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(vi) if(G, =Q is an l-group then R-\im xa = x and R-lim yp = y implies that
R-Mm (xavyfi) = xvy, and R-\im (xa Aye) = XAy,

(vii) if (G, = )̂ is a directed partially ordered real vector space and = '̂ = = ,̂
then lim Xn = X a«rf .R-lim xn = * implies R-\im Xnxn — 2.x, if and only
if> (G, =Q is integrally closed.

Proof. (i)-(v). These follow from Lemmas 1 and 3, and the definition of R-
limit.

(vi) The proof of this for T-lim in the context of (G, =Q, an abelian /-group,
is given in (6). The T-lim result here is proved similarly, and the rest follows
from Lemma 3.

(vii) Let (G, ^ ) be a directed integrally closed partially ordered vector
space and so = '̂ = = ,̂ with lim Xn = X and .R-lim xn = x. There exists
y>-0, x, —x, since (G, = )̂ is directed. Let Tl = {zifiz p= y for some fi>0};
so y/n e 7\ for all positive integers n, and since (G, =Q is integrally closed,
A 7\ = 0 . So by Lemma 2, Tt is a CTRO. Now

Xx-Xnxn = (X-Xn)x+Xn(x-xn)

and T-lim xn = x for some CTRO T(^). Also Tj-lim (A-Xn)x = 0. So by
(iv) it only remains to show that R-lim Xn(x—xn) = 0. There exists m ^ | Xn |
for all n. So given teT there exists ueT such that mu < t, by Lemma 1. There
exists k such that

— u<x—xn<u for all n ^ k.

Hence —1< —mu<Xn{x-x^^mu<t for all n ^ k. So T-lim An(x-xn) = 0.

Now suppose that (G, = )̂ is a directed partially ordered vector space which
is not integrally closed and = '̂ = ^ . Then there exist a, b eG such that a =£ 0,
6>-0 and na =̂  b for all positive integers n. Let Xn — l/n, xn = b, then
i?-lim *„ = b and lim An = 0. Suppose that 7"-lim bin = x for some CTRO T,
xeG. Then r-lim b/(2n) = x by (iii), and also T-lim 6/(2«) = JC/2. So by
(i), x = 0. Hence Ab/n = AT = 0. But a =< A/n for all n>0 and a ^ 0.
Hence {b/n} has no .R-limit.

Note. It follows from Theorem 1 (i), (ii), (iii) that (G, Z?-lim) is a limit space
in the sense of Birkhoff (1). Also from Theorem 1 (ii)-(v) it follows that our
^-convergence is a type of Riesz convergence as defined by Leader (5).

Definition. The net {xa} 0-converges to x, i.e. 0-lim xa = x, if there exists
an increasing net {yfi} and a decreasing net {zy} such that:

0) VJp = X = AZy

(ii) given any /?, y there exists <x0 such that yp =̂  xa =̂  z^ for all a ^ a0.

This is essentially Vulikh's definition (8), which allows the three index sets
to be different. One disadvantage of insisting on the same index set for all
three nets, as is done by many authors, is that then 0-lim {xa}a e A may not exist,
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but 0-lim {xa}a eA and azao m a v e x i s t f ° r S o m e ao e A- W e n 0 t e that if (G, =Q
is directed then the two definitions agree for sequences.

Order-convergence appears to be satisfactory if (G, =Q is fully ordered. In
particular if G = R then O-convergence coincides with the usual metric con-
vergence. However, in the Banach lattice C[0, 1] O-convergence does not imply
metric convergence. In fact, if fn(x) = JC", x e [ 0 , 1], then 0-lim/, = 0, but

Definition. The sequence {xn} ru-converges to x, i.e. ru-\im xn = x, if there
exists a sequence of non-negative integers {kn} and H>»0 such that lim Xn — oo
and — u =̂  An(x—xn) =̂  u for all n.

This is essentially Leader's definition (5); he in fact defines rw-convergence on
/-groups. Our definition agrees with the usual one (2) for directed partially
ordered vector spaces.

In a Banach lattic ru-convergence implies metric convergence, and the two
are equivalent if the Banach lattice has a strong unit (2). However, rw-limits
need not be unique in non-archimedean pogroups. In fact, it can easily be shown
that in a divisible isolated pogroup they are unique if and only if the pogroup is
archimedean. For example, in RoR (lexicographic order), if xn = (0, 1) for all
n then ru-lim xn = (0, 1) and rw-lim xn = (0, 0).

Definition. Let !F be the collection of all intersections of finite unions of sets
of the form {x:a =̂  x < b). A set 5 E G is closed in the interval topology if
SnFe & for all Fe&.

This is Birkhoff's modification of the Frink interval topology, to sets " pos-
sibly without universal bounds " (2).

Theorem 2. Let {xx} be a net in G then

(i) O-convergence in (G, =Q is non-trivial only i/=^' = ^ . Jf^' = ^ then
R-lim xa = x implies 0-lim xa = x,

(ii) / / (G, =^) is fully ordered then R-convergence and 0-convergence are
equivalent,

(iii) */=^' = =̂  then .R-lim xn = x implies ra-lim xn = x,
(iv) if (G, = )̂ is divisible isolated and directed and ^ ' = ^ then R-conver-

gence and ru-convergence are equivalent if and only if(G, ^ ) is integrally
closed,

(v) if =^' = ^ then .R-lim xx = x implies that {xa} converges to x in the
interval topology.

Proof, (i) Suppose that =<' = ^ and T-lim xa = x for some CTRO T.
Let y-t = x—t, z_, = x+t, i.e. (—T, ^ ) is the index set for these two nets.
By Lemma 2, vj>_f = A Z _ , = x, and in fact 0-lim xa — x.
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Now suppose that (G, = )̂ contains a pseudopositive, q say. If O-convergence
is non-trivial, i.e. if there exists a net, not eventually constant, which is 0-
convergent, then A S = 0, where S is some non-empty subset of the strictly
positive cone of (C7, =Q. Now s>-—q for all seS, so 0 ^ —q. However
q =̂ 0, so we have the required contradiction.

(ii) Trivial.
(iii) Suppose that = '̂ = ^ and T-lim xn = x for some CTRO T. Let u e T

and define An by

An = min {max[»i ^ 0: — u ^ w(x—xn) =̂  M], «}.

By the existence of small elements, lim Xn = oo. So ru-lim xn = x.
(iv) Let (G, = )̂ be divisible isolated directed and integrally closed. Then by

the note following Lemma 1, ^ ' = =̂ . Suppose that — u =̂  knxn =̂  u for all n,
with M>-0 and lim Xn = oo. Let T = {f.kt =̂ M for some positive integer k).
Then T is a CTRO (cf. proof of Theorem 1 (vii)). If / e T then for some positive
integer m, mt =̂ u, so

_ f < _ l ^ _ JL^ A.x ^ JL^l<t for all «.
2 2m 2m 2m 2

Since lim An = oo and (G, =<) is isolated, it follows that — t<xn<t for all «
sufficiently large. So T-lim xn = 0.

If (G, ^ ) is divisible directed and not integrally closed and = '̂ = = ,̂ then
with the notation of the second part of the proof of Theorem 1 (vii) r«-lim b/n = 0
whereas .R-lim b/n does not exist.

(v) Suppose that = '̂ = < . We show that if T(^) is a CTRO and S is
closed in the interval topology then Sis T-closed. Let{xa} £ SwithT-limxa = x,
we show that x e S. Let t eT then for some a0, xa e Sn{y:x—t =̂  y =̂  x+t}
for all a ^ a0. So in fact it will suffice to show that {x:a ^ x =̂  b} is a T-
closed set. If {yfi} £ {x:a ^ x ^ b} and T-lim ^ = y, then z>.y implies that
z>yst for some j8, since {x:x<z} is a T-neighbourhood of y. So z>.y implies
that z>a, hence y =̂ a. Similarly it can be shown that y =̂  b. Hence
{x:a ^ x ^ 6} is T-closed.

It is well known that 0-convergence and r«-convergence need not be con-
vergence with respect to a topology. The following theorem determines when
^-convergence is convergence with respect to a topology.

Theorem 3. IfV, the set of all CTROs on (G, =^'). is non-empty, then the
following are equivalent:

(i) R-convergence is convergence with respect to a topology,
(ii) R-convergence is convergence in the inductive limit of the CTROs,

(iii) (#, £ ) contains a smallest element.
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Proof. (i)=>(ii). Write 7\ =̂  T2 if 7\ 2 T2. Then ("<?, *Q is w-directed
(the dual of /-directed), by Lemma 3. If Ta, Te e <£, define

by Oap(x) = x for all x e G. Then if Ta =̂  Tfi, 6afi is continuous by Lemma 3.
Also lim (G, "U^ is G with the strongest topology which is at least as weak as all

the <%„ topologies. Hence (i) implies (ii).
(i)=>(iii). If Tt ^ Tj write i^j, and let <& = {T,:iel}. Then {/, =<}j6/

and { — t, =^}t e r, a r e "-directed by Lemmas 3 and 2, respectively. If j e / and
teTh letXi, - r ) = f, then

R - lim K - lim y(i, -1) = 0.
ie/ -te-Ti

If /^-convergence is convergence with respect to a topology then by a theorem on
iterated limits (4),

i?-limz(i, ..., -t, ...) = 0,
r

where
z(i, ..., -t, ...) = y(i, - ]J

iel

So for some
Toe<$, T o - lim z(i, ..., -t, ...) = 0.

r
Let t e To, then there exists i0 e I such that for each i =̂ j 0 , t>u{, where ut is
some element of Tt, and 5S refers to To. So by Lemma 2 (i), t e Tt for all i =̂ /0.
If j e /, then there exists iel such that i ^ 7, i0, since (/, =^) is «-directed. So
t e rf and Ti £ 7}, hence t e T}, and so To £ 7} for all j e /. Thus To is the
smallest element of (C, £ ) .

(ii)=>(i), and (iii)=>(i) are obvious.
In Lemma 4 of (9) it is shown that if (G, =Q is a divisible integrally closed

/-group then (G, =Q has a smallest CTRO if and only if (G, =Q has a strong unit.
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